Chef’s Team

Exceptional restaurants are built on a team spirit of collaboration, experimentation, and extreme customer focus

@zuzuzka
Zuzi Sochova
sochova.com
My story...
What makes some places so special?
“You just have to have passion and love for what you do”
Perfection

Eleven Madison Park, NYC
Noma, Copenhagen
Simplicity
Simplicity

Noma, Copenhagen
Transparency
Transparency
Transparency
Let’s see the collaboration…
Team spirit

Noma, Copenhagen
“We are one team in one kitchen and one hotel and we just have to work together”

Roman Paulus, chef of the Alcron Restaurant, Prague
“We need to help each other”
Innovations & Experiments

Noma, Copenhagen
Be creative

Lounge Bohemia, Prague/London
“Everyone can have some great idea”

Pavel Bycek, head-chef of the Alcron Restaurant, Prague
Be different

Momofuku Ko, NYC
Experience
Playfulness

Noma, Copenhagen
Summary

Collaboration is the key to your success

Help each other, be cross-functional

Give people trust and encourage them to experiment

Excellence, perfection and improvement as the key values
The Great ScrumMaster Book

Practical guide for all who want to improve their teams and organizations.

http://greatscrummaster.com
Zuzi Šochová
zuzi@sochova.com
@zuzuzka
AGILE & SCRUM COACH AND TRAINER, CST
http://sochova.com
http://agile-scrum.com
http://greatscrummaster.com

Author of The Great ScrumMaster book